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In a recent simulation study Austin et al. conclude that conditioning on the propensity score gives biased estimates of the true conditional odds ratio of treatment effect in logistic regression analysis. Although we generally agree with this conclusion, it can be easily misinterpreted because of the word bias. From the same study one can similarly conclude that logistic regression analysis will give a biased estimate of the treatment effect that is estimated in a propensity score analysis. Because propensity score methods aim at estimating a marginal treatment effect, we believe that the last statement is more meaningful.

DIFFERENT TREATMENT EFFECTS

The authors raise an important issue, which is probably unknown to many researchers, that in logistic regression analysis a summary measure of conditional treatment effects will in general not be equal to the marginal treatment effect. This phenomenon is also known as non-collapsibility of the odds ratio [1], but is apparent in all non-linear regression models and generalized linear models with a link function other than the identity link (linear models) or log-link function [2]. In other words, even if a prognostic factor is equally spread over treatment groups, the inclusion of this variable in a logistic regression model will increase the estimated treatment effect. This increasing effect of a conditional treatment effect compared to the overall marginal effect is larger when more
prognostic factors are added, but lower when the treatment effect is closer to OR = 1 and also lower when the incidence rate of the outcome is smaller [3]. In general, it can be concluded that in a given research situation many different conditional treatment effects exist, depending on the number of prognostic factors in the model.

TRUE CONDITIONAL TREATMENT EFFECT

The true treatment effect is the effect on a specific outcome of treating a certain population compared to not treating this population. In randomized studies this can be estimated as the effect of the treated group compared to the non-treated group. The true conditional treatment effect as defined in Austin et al. is the treatment effect in a certain population given the set of six prognostic factors and given that the relationships in the population can be captured by a logistic regression model. Two of the six prognostic factors were equally distributed between treatment groups and included in the equation for generating the data. But there are also non-confounding prognostic factors excluded from this equation, because not all of the variation in the outcome is captured by the six prognostic factors. That means that it seems to be at least arbitrary how many and which of the non-confounding prognostic factors were included or excluded to come to a ‘true conditional treatment effect’. Because of the non-collapsibility of the odds ratio, all these conditional treatment effects are in general different from each other, but which of these is the one of interest remains unclear. The only thing that is clear, is that application of the model that was used to generate the data will find on average this ‘true conditional treatment effect’, while all other models, including less or more prognostic factors, will in general find a ‘biased’ treatment effect. It should be therefore no surprise that propensity score models will produce on average attenuated treatment effects, for propensity score models correct for only one prognostic factor, the propensity score. This implies that the treatment effect estimates from propensity score models are in principal closer to the overall marginal treatment effect than to one of the many possible conditional treatment effects.

MARGINAL OR CONDITIONAL TREATMENT EFFECTS?

The authors give two motivations why a conditional treatment effect is more interesting than the overall marginal treatment effect (which is the effect that would be found if treatments were randomized). Firstly, they indicate that a conditional treatment effect is more interesting to physicians, because it allows physicians to make appropriate treatment effect decisions for specific patients. Indeed, in clinical practice treatment decisions are made for individual patients, but these decisions are better informed by subgroup analyses with specific treatment effects for subgroups: a specific conditional treatment effect is still some kind of ‘average’ over all treatment effects in subgroups. Another argument is that treatment decisions on individual patients should be based on the absolute risk reduction and not on odds ratios or relative risks [4]. Secondly, the authors suggest that in practice researchers use propensity scores for estimating conditional treatment effects. However, in most studies in which propensity scores and logistic regression analysis are both performed, researchers rather have an overall marginal treatment effect in mind than one specific conditional treatment effect [5]. Furthermore, the overall marginal treatment effect is one well-defined treatment effect, whereas conditional treatment effects are effects that are dependent on the chosen model. The reason for comparing propensity score methods with logistic regression
analysis is probably not because the aim is to estimate conditional effects, but simply because logistic regression is the standard way of estimating an adjusted treatment effect when the outcome is dichotomous.

In conclusion, propensity score methods aim to estimate a marginal effect, which in general is not a good estimate of a conditional effect in logistic regression analysis because of the non-collapsibility of the odds ratio. An overall marginal treatment effect is better defined and seems to be of more interest than all possible conditional treatment effects. Finally, these conditional effects are dependent on the number of non-confounders, which is not the case for propensity score methods.
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AUTHORS’ REPLY

We would like to thank Professors Martens, Pestman, and Klungel (henceforth MPK) for their letter to the editor concerning our recent article in *Statistics in Medicine* [1]. The article addressed by MPK is the most recent in a series of articles that we have published examining different properties of propensity methods [1–4]. In the article addressed by MPK, we described two different measures of treatment effect: marginal or average treatment effects and conditional or adjusted treatment effects. Researchers using observational or non-randomized data may be less familiar with the existence of marginal or average treatment effects. Historically, regression adjustment has been used to estimate the effects of exposures or interventions when using observational data. However, there is an increasing interest in using propensity score methods to estimate the effects of exposures or interventions when using observational data. Frequently, authors report treatment effects obtained using both regression adjustment and propensity score methods [5], where one analysis is presumably used as a confirmatory analysis. The objective of our recently published article was to illustrate that, except in certain restrictive circumstances, the use of propensity score methods results in biased estimation of conditional or adjusted treatment effects.

The primary objection of MPK is that one could have similarly concluded that logistic regression analysis will give a biased estimate of the treatment effect that is estimated in a propensity score analysis. While this result could be shown, it does not follow directly from our published study.